Violence against animals is a repetitive
theme or act purposefully used by
perpetrators of ritual abuse-torture to:
1. Silence their victims by threatening to harm
or kill their pets if they tell; this terrorizing tactic
exerts power and control over the victim by
delivering the message, “I can do this to pets
so I will do this to you if you tell.’
2. Satisfy their sadistic necrophilic pleasures
derived by inflicting terror, torture, and horror
onto a captive girl or boy child or woman victim
during violent organized family/group
gatherings, euphemistically termed ‘rituals and
ceremonies’, which have been reported to
involve the killing of a bird or cat, for example,
to use their blood for smearing or forced
ingestion during acts of sexualized torture and
horrification.
3. Produce pedophilic/adult pornography
involving bestiality.
A PERSONAL TESTIMONIAL

‘The Whorehouse’, is part of a drawing by
Abigail, a survivor of ritual abuse-torture, which
expresses the harm she endured when
bestiality was forced onto her during the
making of pedophilic pornography.
(Donated December 24, 2003)
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RITUAL ABUSE-TORTURE [RAT] is an
emerging human rights violation and a newly
acknowledged form of torture that is inflicted by
“non-state actors” onto the captive enslaved
child or woman.1 The violent acts perpetrated
within ritual abuse-torture families/groups are:
1. Abuse of all forms
2. Terrorization
3. Torture of all forms
4. Rampageous pedophilia
5. Necrophilism
6. Violent family/group gatherings known as
“rituals and ceremonies”
7. Horrification
8. Forcing victims to Self-harming, i.e., Selfcutting or to commit suicide
9. Exploitation of captive enslaved
children/women in human trafficking, child/adult
pornography, drug dealing, etc.
10. Human-animal violence, i.e. bestiality
What is bestiality? It is the sexualized acts of
violation inflicted onto animals and the chosen
victims of ritual abuse-torturers.
Bestiality is used in pedophilic or adult
pornography.2 90% of child pornography
recovered by special Toronto police unit is
made in Canada, US, and first-world countries
and is inter-familial3 and can be homemade.4
Bestiality is reported to be common within ritual
abuse-torture families/groups.
Child pornography is defined as any
representation, by whatever means, of a child
engaged in real or simulated explicit sexual
activities or any representation of the sexual
parts of a child for primarily sexual purposes.5
LINKS BETWEEN HUMAN-ANIMAL
VIOLENCE SHOW:
1. Animals commonly harmed are dogs, cats,

horses,6 cattle,7 rabbits, sheep, or zoo animals.
2. Violent offenders who engage in acts of
cruelty towards animals frequently had histories
of parental neglect, brutality, rejection, or in
some cases had lost their pet through
intentional or “accidental” killing often by
abusive fathers.8

►To gain “insider” prestige and other benefits,
within their specific family/group or within other
inter-connected regional, national, or
transnational ritual abuse-torture
families/groups;
►For greed, financial profit, or other gains by
satisfying the “outsider” demand for pedophilic
and adult bestiality pornography.

4. That parents who inflict violence onto
animals as a violent form of punishment
against children can be an indication of the
presence of other forms of family violence.9

WHERE ARE THE BESTIALITY AND
PORNOGRAPHY PRODUCTION SITES?
Some sites are: In their homes including
basements, on farms or zoos, in cottages,
private offices, or the out-of-doors, or when
transported—by car, truck, bus, plane, or
train—to violent group gatherings or to any
place safe and suitable to the perpetrators.

5. Animal abuse is frequently an indicator of
other forms of violence within the family/group
including violence against children, partners,
and the older adult.10

PREVALENCE: To date we have received
reports from Africa, Australia, Canada,
England, Germany, Holland, Israel, New
Zealand, Scotland, and the US.

These links ought to be considered applicable
to ritual abuse-torture families/groups.

INTERVENTIONS:
1. Children in violent homes or as victims of
violence may act out their victimization onto
animals or other persons—make this factual
link between human and animal violence.
2. Report suspicions of or witnessing of animal
cruelty. Some indicators are: animal cringes
from their owner, non-accidental injuries,
emaciation, burns, beatings, or signs of torture.
3. There can be a high turnover of pets in
violent homes.11 When assessing at-risk
children ask about family relationships with
pets, i.e., ‘Who looks after the pets? What
happens to pets when someone is angry?’
4. Develop laws, if there are none, which
protect and mandate reporting animal cruelty or
bestiality to animal, as well as, child and family
protection services.
5. Integrate the links of human-animal violence
into multi-disciplinary educational sessions.

3. Violence is a learned behavior so violence
against animals can be an inter-generational
pattern of violence.

WHO COMMITS HUMAN-ANIMAL VIOLENCE
WITHIN RAT FAMILIES/GROUPS? Mothers,
fathers, guardians, family members, and other
like-minded friends, neighbors, professionals,
clergy, or laypersons; men and women from all
walks of life, volunteers, or community workers,
all who can and do use their parental or
positional power as a cover.
WHY DO RITUAL ABUSE-TORTURERS
BECOME PORNOGRAPHERS?
►To satisfy family/group pleasures and
demands for trophies of their cruel and
inhumane pedophilic and bestiality pleasures;
►To make “training films” to teach children
how to perform sexualized acts and to
normalize pedophilic bestiality;

